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Inc. Magazine Unveils 28th Annual List of
America’s Fastest-Growing Private Companies—the Inc. 500
EscapeWire Solutions Ranks No. 315 on the 2009 Inc. 500
with Three-Year Sales Growth of 762.5%

NEW YORK, August 14, 2009 -- Inc. magazine ranked EscapeWire Solutions No. 315
on its 28th annual Inc. 500, an exclusive ranking of the nation’s fastest-growing private
companies. The list represents the most comprehensive look at the most important
segment of the economy—America’s independent-minded entrepreneurs. Companies
such as Microsoft, Zappos, Intuit, GoDaddy, Under Armour, Jamba Juice, American
Apparel, Oracle, and hundreds of other powerhouses gained early exposure as
members of the Inc. 500.
“If you want to know which companies are going to change the world, look at the Inc.
500,” said Inc. editor Jane Berentson. “These are the most dynamic, fast-growth
companies in the nation, the ones finding innovative solutions to problems, creating
smart systems, and inventing products we soon discover we can't live without. The Inc.
500 list is Inc. magazine’s tribute to American business ingenuity and ambition.”
EscapeWire Solutions, headquartered in Buffalo, New York, is a full service technology
systems integrator. EscapeWire designs, installs and maintains customized technology
solutions specializing in IT and Audio Visual Systems. EscapeWire’s Solutions include:
• High Definition SMATV Head-End Systems
• Wired and Wireless IT Networks
• Digital Signage Solutions
• IP Surveillance Solutions
• VOIP Systems
• Managed Network Services
• Disaster and Backup Recovery Services
• Conference and Meeting Room Audio/Visual Technologies
• Business Center Solutions
• Distributed Audio Solutions
• Web and Email Hosting

EscapeWire prides itself on removing the complexity from technology projects so that
their clients can focus on their core business. EscapeWire works closely with clients to
manage all their projects and ensure that they are completed on-time and within budget.
Customer service and satisfaction is EscapeWire’s number one priority.
“It is truly an honor to be recognized on the Inc. 500 list and a testament to the hard
work, dedication and commitment put forth by our team at EscapeWire, “ said
EscapeWire Solutions President Chris Hart-Nova. “ We’ve experienced significant
growth over the past few years and are on track to continue that trend moving forward.”
The 2009 Inc. 500, unveiled in the September issue of Inc. magazine (available on
newsstands August 17 to November 15) and on Inc.com, reported aggregate revenue of
$18.4 billion—up significantly from last year’s $13.7 billion—and a median three-year
growth rate of 880.5 percent. The companies on this year’s list are also responsible for
creating more than 55,000 jobs since their founding, making the Inc. 500 perhaps the
best example of the impact private, fast-growing companies can have on the overall
U.S. economy. Complete results of the Inc. 500, including company profiles and an
interactive database that can be sorted by industry, region, and other criteria, can be
found on Inc.com.
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